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EDUCATION
ESAG Penninghen, Paris
Ecole Supérieure d’Arts Graphiques & d’Architecture d’Intérieur
Master’s degree in Interior Design, with high honours

Ecole St Luc, Brussels _ Erasmus
Ecole d’Enseignement Supérieur Artistique

Atelier Met de Penninghen, Paris
Preparatory year

Lycée St Martin, Rennes
French Baccalauréat in Sciences

French _ native
English _ fluent
Spanish _ good knowledge

Autocad / 3Ds max / Illustrator / Photoshop / Pack Office

A LITTLE BIT ABOUT ME
. Passionate basketball player in club for the last 18 years: I 
discovered competition, team spirit and the desire to surpass 
myself
. “House dance”, from hip hop culture, allowed me to develop 
a more personal approach of my body, an artistic research, a 
search for self.
. A world where I can practice photography: decrypting 
movements and exchange moments specific to this street  
dance
. Exchange with others, construct myself during my travels in 
Europe, in Mali, in Thailand, in Morocco...
. In essence, diversify the pleasures to deeper my creation
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES
Agence Galaktik, Paris _www.galaktik.fr_ project manager
Conception of apartments and commercial areas in Paris 
. Development of interior design concepts
. Projects achievements: sketches phases, planning stage, 
preliminary outline, final design. Coordination and supervision of 
the work on site
. Creation of customed furniture, conception of 3D pictures, 
colors boards / matérials boards
. Realisation of tender documents
. Client meetings and coordination of the different trades on 
project site
. Supply research and management
. Management of an intern
. Achieved projects: 10. Current projects: 7

Freelance, Paris
Redevelopment of an apartment in the suburb of Paris 
. Project management from initial design concept to final delivery 
to customer
. Working closely with the client, site workers and artisans

Agence Frédérique Mortier, Paris _ project manager
Conception of architecture and furniture models 
. Air France: creation of a cafeteria for the work council
. Clinic: development of signage, waiting room furniture and 
reception area
. Private home: development of a parental suite

Agence Christian Biecher, Paris _ assistant project manager
Furniture creation and materials research 
. Private hotel: development of a children room and parental 
dressing room
. Printemps Haussmann: development of a concept of reception 
and fitting rooms for upscale clientele

Marie Tourtier
interior designer

26 years old _ single


